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PLANS RELEASED
FOR PRES. 'S BALL
Next week Eastern's sixth
president will be Inaugurated.
After this there will be several receptions which will be topped off
by a tremendous ball. All studnts
faculty, and Alumni have been
invited to attend the ball, which
will be given in honor of President and Mrs. Martin.
The ball will be held in the
I cafeteria and Walnut Hall.
Arangements have been made to
place tables In Walnut Hall from
the cafeteria. After the tables
have been removed, it is considered that there will be a larger area
I for dancing in the cafeteria. There
[will be, however, seats placed
I around the walls in the cafeteria.
The band, is to be the fabulou.\
I Jimmy Dorsey, under the direction
[of Lee Castle.
Dancing will begin at nine
o'clock and continue until one
o'clock.
Before the ball will be officially
open, there will be a grand march
which will be represensitive ol
both school and administratration
Mr. Aldon Hatch, past professor
of military science and tactics,
will lead the ball.
Refreshments will be served
during the baU. There will be
large punch bowls full of cider.
As to the matter of dress, it
I* hoped that everyone will dress
formally as possible. Girls may
wear their best formals, and the
boys may wear their tuxs. How
ever, dark suits will be quite acceptable for the occasion. * Remember it is not to be a formal
ball but a friendly gathering of
administration, faculty and studens.
The college faculty social committee Is given credit for making
preparations for
the ball. The
committee consists of Deans Case
and Keen as co-chairmen with
William Sprague. Fred Darling,
Wni. Stockac, Jo Ann Dawsoo,
Mary Baldwin, and Richard
Chrisman working on the committee.

Eastern Enrollment
Brings Twins
(see Page Two)

Student Council
Discusses Campus
Discipline Rules

Art Show Displays
Zevon Woodcuts
Dr. Frederic Giles has announced that the art department will
exhibit a collection of twenty-five
woodcuts by the world famous
graphic artist, Irene Zevon,
through November 23.
The exhibition is being held in
the display room on the second
floor of the
FltzpatrlcU Aits
Building.
Miss Zevon was born in New
York City in 1818. She received
her art education at the Tsolisc
basor School of Fine Arts.
Her work is on permanent display at the Dallas Museum of
Fine Arts, the Library of Congress, the University of Maine,
and other leading museums and
universities throughout the county.
Miss Zevon has won a number
of coveted prizes in ihe art world
and is generally recogn.zed as one
of the leading women painters in
America.
The exhibition wlil be op>:n daily
from 8:00 A.M. Lo 4:00 P.M. for
the duration of the show.

The issue of the last billiard
balls was finally settled last
Thursday night by the Student
Council.
Larry , Wetenkamp, Student
Council vice-president, reported
that three sets of billiard balls,
valued at $36 a set, had been taker
by Eastern students during the
homecoming snake dance. The
Council voted to reimburse the
owner of the pool hall one hundred
and eight dollars. This money was
taken from the Student Association Fund, to which every student pays 25c when he registers.
In connection with this distur"One of the most well-lit cambance, a bill establishing punishment for "disorderly conduct" of puses in the state," said Mr.
Eastern students was referred Ralph Conlee in reference to the
back to committee for a clarifica- results of the lighting fixtures
tion, of "disorderly conduct." The now being installed on Eastern's
bill was sponsored by junior re- campus.
Lights will be placed on Campresentative, Beverly Rouse, and
Bob Spurlin, freshman representa- pus Drive; around the sidewalk;
at
Brockton, the married students
tive.
apartments now being built; and
PARKING RULE
Sophomore representatives; Phil in the parking lots. Lighting 'n
Brian and Student Council secre- the parking lobs will discourage
tary Bernice Darland have pre- the theft of automobiles auto acpared a list of suggestions to be cessories, or any articles left n
presented to President Martin the care.
The light fixtures illuminating
concerning the no-parking-in-front
-of-the-glrls'-dorms rule. They are the streets will be of modern de(1) persons be allowed to sit in sign, and will be spaced from 1.10
cars as long as therefHs no neck- to 150 lcet apart. Some of the
ing (2) I.D. cards are to be taken lights have already been installed
if students are caught necking around Brockton. Much of the
while parked 6n the campus drive, lighting•*'* b* -I n s t a-I I »<*«*r
and (3) maximum tickets be given Christmas of this year.
Excavations on campus are due
for double parking.
President Martin gave to the to the present switching system.
committee two main reasons for Some of the cables are aboi e
the ruling: (II congestion of traf- ground, but a good deal of the
fic, and (2) disgraceful conduct by system is below. An automatic
some students during the daylight switching system will be used
with the new lighting.
Pershing Rifles command er hours.
Larry R. McKlnney announced today that 43 Freshmen and Sophomores have pledged the Society.
The pledges are: Billy Andriot.
Richard Berry, Bill Boggess, Tom
Bryant Kenneth Burchett, Bill
Cain, Sam Chandler, Jerry CumOn November 10, Sigma Tau Pi (Commerce Club) »« having their
mins, Paul Cupp, Jerry Dryden, yearly initiation of new members. As part of initiation the boys will
James Bads, Ron Elliott, Don dress in trousers turned inside out, two different shoes and socks, a
Estes, Wade Evans, Jack Hlbbard, girl's scarf around their head, a tie tied to the waist of their trousers,
Eddie Hitch, Hershel Hlzel and a sign identifying them as nem members of Sigma Tau Pi. The
John Holland, Jim Hughes, Ben dress of the girls will consist of two kinds of shoes and stockings, a
Hind Varnon Hutchcraft, Chester stocking cap, marks on their faces (applied by shoe polish), and a
HUlard, Ken Jones, Royce Killen, large onion hung around their necks. This mode of dress must be
Dave King, Bob Leigh, John Lip- worn between the hours of 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. of the initiation day.
pert, Larry McCllntolock, Jim
The officers of the club for this
McKlnney, Philip Mefford. Tom year are as follows: president
Noe. Brent Pace, Weil Potter, Jerry Ridnour; vice president, Gary
.Larry Price, Bob Shultz, Roger Arnett; secretary. Shirley Melvin;
' Sloan Jim Slyer. Tom Talbot, treasurer, Margie Dees. The chib
Creg Thacker, Bob Van Hoose, sponsors are: Dean Moore, Miss
Cecil White, Nell Ray, and Ed Hale and Mr. Engle Jr.
Odor.
The National Society of PershThose interested in joining
The pledges learn the basic
movements of drill, with and with- Sigma Tau Pi may do so by con- ing Rifles has started its initiout weapons., The first week of tacting the club president, Jerry ation of the pledges. The pledges
the second semester the pledges Ridnour.
The purpose of the organization had their first taste of military
will have their "Hell Week," the
is:
(1.) To promote a feeling of life in the field as they hiked 11
only real initiation of any oron Barnes Mill Road. The
ganization on
campus. "Hell unity and fellowship among its miles
walk was full of harassment given
Week" consists of a little harass- members, (2) To promote the by the "ever so-bad" Sophomores.
ment, walking guard duty, work- general welfare of the Depart- The pledges carried their M-l riing registration, a formal Initi- ment of Commerce, and (3) To flea and various other articles.
ation ceremony, and the pledge aid educational growth.
Membership is open to those Upon reaching the half way point
dance.
having a minimum of nine hours the pledges were met by Corps
work in the Department of Com- Sponsor Evelyn Craft and P. R
Drs. Sims And Hinson
merce. Honorary membership may Sponsor Connell Robb, with an
be conferred upon members of abundant supply of hot chocolate;
Give Recital
P. R. commanded Larry R. McEastern State College or other
A Joint recital of music for persons who have made outstand- Klnney led the peons through
tenor and piano was presented laiit ing records in the field of com- some practical application of the
"Daily Dozen Exercises," along
Wednesday by Dr. John Sims, merce or business.
with* the proper procedure for
tenor, and Dr. Maurice Hlnsai,
movements on the deck with ripiano. Drs. Sims and Hinson are
fles. The pledges also learned the
faculty members of the music department of the Southern Bapti.it
correct -methods of hiking . and
Dear Friends:
proper care of feet and body on
Seminary In Louisville, Kentucky.
We
wish
to
thank
you
pubDr. Sims has sung with the
hikes.
licly
for
your
kindness
in
helpRobert Shaw Chorale and hiut
A make up hike was scheduled
ing
us.
Please
know
that
we
been soloist in several large
for the following Saturday, and
appreciate your help very much.
chinches in New York. Many
Ralph and Kathy Richardson all pledges missing the first one
hefrn him present a lecture rewere required to make the second.
cital in Richmond during the music
teachers convention In 1858.
Dr. Hinson gave a town hall recitil in 1848 and is also a recipient
• of the Young Artist Series Award
plvpn by Station WNYC. Ne-.v
York City. He attended the Julliard School of Music and the
University of Michigan.
The program ranged from Bath
to <-c ntcmpo'rary folk son>;. It Included the "Solo Cantata No. 18V
by Psch. "On We'nlock EAge ' ty
Vaujrhan Willia.ru, "Old American
S'.i g.-ty Copland; M «a>t i
'Ronda :i A minor," and '.-,o
• ■ lections by Franz Liszt, "En
Reve " and "CsarHas Macbre."
The concert was held in the
Foster Music Building.

New Lighting To
Brighten Campus

43 Pledge P. R.'s

Sigma Tau Pi Begins'
Initiation Of New Members

P. R. Pledges
March On Hike

Join The Progress Staff!
Regular Staff Meeting
10:00 A. M.Friday.
Support Your
Colege Paper!
Eastern Symphony Orchestra

Lee Castle, Dorsey Band To Community Concert Series
Play For Inaugural Ball Opens Next Tuesday Night
The fabulous Jimmy Dorsey orchestra has been scheduled to play
for the Inaugural Ball in honor of President and Mrs. Martin. The
band for many years has been a tradition in good dance music.
Jimmy Dorsey. the world's greatest saxophonist, was credited by
many recording men with the success and establishment of the juke
box Industry, just as Milton Berle is credited as the man responsible
for the sale of most television sets.
In the early thirties Jimmy ana
his trombone-playing brother Tommy, won nation-wide acclaim with
the -©oresy Brothers Oschestra.
Then Jimmy struck out on his
own—and the result was an orchestra that ranked'as one of the
greatest during the dance band era
of the late 1930's and the early
1940's. Emphasizing a sweeter,
more subdued approach to the top
tunes of the day, Jimmy enolved
his "Contrast in Music" style.
Such Tunes as "Amapola,"
"Maria Elena," "Green Eyes." "I
Hear A Phapsody." and "Pesame
Mucho" as recorded by the Jimmy
IH CASTU
Dorsey Orchestra have now achieved the status of "Standards."
years established musical tradit'on
One of the proudest Jimmy Dor- for an entire generation. Finally,
sey accomplishments was the sale Tommy and Jimmy decided to go
of more than forty-million J. D. their Individual ways, and two
phonograph records. Many record- fine ori-hcstras emerged. Together
ing men credit him with the suc- and apart the Dorsey Brother.!
cess and establishment of the Juke sold a combined toatl of 110 milbox industry on a large scale. lion records.
Whether by coincidence or as a
It has long been an established
result of his efforts, juke boxes fact that if and when someone ha J
came into widespread popularity to get up anil leud a Dorsey band
at the time when Dorsey emerged (that was not named
Doraey, 1
as one of the nation's leading re- that someone v.ould be a n'usicip.i
cord sellers. His "John Silver" oy the name it I.ic Cus".e For
was one of the first million-sales Lee on of the best trumpet
recordings.
players in the ountry has been
The first Dorsey Brothers Or- more than just a member of the
chestra was formed in 1922, a Dorsey band for many years, he
small group called the Dorseys' has been considered the "third
Novelty Band which played local son" of the Dorsey family. Mother
dates in and around their home Dorsey has been known to attend
town of Shenandoah, Pa. Then, Lee's spenings almost as often as
for nearly ten years, they per- those of Tommy and Jimmy.
Lee started playing when he
formed
as top instrumental
soloists for the leading orchestras was very young accepting every
of the period. In 1934, they or- ogKorturuty to play that he .could
ganized their own orchestra and" get; spending a great deal of this
began to r.uke musical history. time playing at the local Italian
Bob Crosby was their vocalist, street lestivals but still not quite
Ray McKinley played the drums sure that this was to be his carreand the late Glenn Miller played er. It took the sound of one of
second trombone in this great Americaa's greatest trumpet
musical aggregation which in two players, Louis Armstrong, to settle Lee's mind, and that was it—
he decided that the trumpet wa»
his instrument tnd the name of
"Mr. Trumpet" and "Prince of the
Trumpet ' (a name which he has
been called Jackie Gleason) are
now well reated to Lee's capabililes and achlt.vcnn nts.
It wasn't long after Lee decided
to play the tumpet professionally
that he started with the Joe HyWASHINGTON
—Despite a anu hand, and from there to the
dwindling popular margin from a better known bands of the day.
record voter turnout, Sen. John F. such as Artie Shaw, Glenn Millie
Kennedy held 300 electoral votes and Tommy Dorsey. Dorsey imtoday as he prepared to take over medaitely noticed the potential
talent that Lee possesed and inthe presidency 71 days hence.
With counting continuing in Cal- sisted that he leave Pennsylvania
ifornia and Alaska, Kennedy had to study with Mr. Dorsey Senior.
captured 22 states with 300 elec- Lee spent a great deal of the next
toral votes—31 more than the few years studying under the
needed 288. Vice President Rich- Dorsey name, and becamce so
ard M. Nixon took control in 25 popular with the family, that they
states with 188 votes. Eight elec- accept him as the "third son."'
tors In Mississippi and six in
Alabama were not committed.
But in the popular vote, Kennedy held a margin of less than
326,000 votes in a tally of more
than 66 million for the major
The Caduceus Club will have a
party candidates. With returns yet movie
Am A Doctor" November
to come and tallies for minor 21, at "I7:30
P.M. in the Little
parties, it appeared that KenAll faculty and students
nedy's presidential victory might Theatre,
urged to attend.
come on less than a majority of areThis
movie will be followed by a
the popular vote cast. His 90.2 per short talk
by Dr. William H. Cox
cent of the popular vote made it M.D. of Paris,
Kentucky.
the tightest election since 1916
All students interested in the
when Woodrow Wilson defeated Medical
Services and other stuCharles Evans Hughes.
dent* are urged to attend.

Kennedy Has
Electoral Votes

Movie Scheduled
By Caduceus Club

ATTENTION!
Tickets are now on sale for
the Shrine Bowl game, November 19. Eastern vs. Marshall.
Students—$1.50, Adults—J2.00,
and Reserved Seats—$3.01.
Tickets may be purchased in
the Athletic office.

Eastern Symphony
To Give Concert
The Eastern Symphony will
give its first concert of the season
on Monday, November 14 at 8
o'clock in Hiram Brook auditorium
on the Eastern Campus. The orchestra is enlarged and improved
this year and will play for the
first time, a complete symphony.
Dr. Robert Oppelt, conductor of
the orchestra has announced the
following program:
Overture to Les petit Rien by
Mozart; Symphony No. 1 in C by
George Bizet; Passacaglia on a
well-known theme by Gordon
Jacobs, and Perpetual motion by
Strauss.
This is a free concert to which
the puii: . is Invited.

Home Ec. Club To
Send Representative
To Berea Meeting
Three Eastern students will attend the Kentucky Association on
Children Under Six meeting Friday at Boone Tavern In Berea.
Robert E. Smith of the division
of child development and family
relationships of the University of
Illinois will be the main speaker
ut the meeting.
Betty Kin?. Barbara Button,
and Linda Hlbbard will be accompan'ed by Miss Vina Buchhoiz
and Miss Willie Moss, facult;inembcrs of the Home Economics
Department.

The Richmond Community Concerts will open its 1960-61 season
next Tuesday night, November
15th, at 8:00 p.m. in Brock Auditorium with a program of songs
featuring Charles K. Davis, a popular young tenor from Hawaii.
Mr. Davis was the winner of
the Metropolitan Opera Auditions
of the Air in 1958 and since that
time his popularity as a featured
soloist has increased steadily.
He has appeared on the Dinah
Shore television program four
times, with Ed Sullivan five times
and with Jack Paar six times. He
also been guest soloist with the
Honolulu Symphony and the New
York Philharmonic. He has sun;,
in Chicago's Palmer House, Laa
Vegas's Flamingo, and Hollywood's Macombo. Mr. Davis has
also made several popular recordings for Everest Records.
Davis frequently ends his programs with Hawaiian folk songs,
accompanying himself on th*
ukulele.
The Community Concert series
is a cultural co-operative effort
between Eastern and the citizens
of Richmond.
The program is financed by
funds allotted by the college, and
Mibtcriptions sold to Ricnmcud
patrons. Eastern students are admitted to the concerts by tnelr
I.D. cards.
The Louisville Symphony was
one o! the highlights of last year's
concert season.

EASTERN STUDENTS TO
ATTEND K.H.EA. CONVENTION

LOCAL TALENT
FOLLIES '60

The 39th annual convention of the Kentucky Home Economics
Association will be held at the Brown Hotel, Louisville, November
10-11-12, 1960. The College Club Section of K. H. E. A. will meet
November 11-12.
•The program will begiirwith a
welcome from the President, Miss the General Electric's Ky. District
Betty King, Eastern. The devotion Hostesses and the Home Econowill be led by members of the mist at Appliance Park.
Eastern Home Economics Club.
Attending the convention from
The annual business meeting and the Eastern club will be Jane Gra
election of officers will begin at ham, Joyce Halsey, Mary Lyons.
11 A.M. The guest speaker for the Nancy Campbell, Amelia Keck.
College Club Section Is Mrs. Mary Barbara Maloney, Myna Joan
Browder, Extension Specialist in Paynter, Janice Fox, Shirley MelFamily Life, University of Ken ton, Alene Reynolds, Glendh
tucky. Mrs. Browder will give a Flanagan Anna Baker, Cozette
report of the 1960 White House Wilson, Linda Hibbard, Doris
Conference on Youth. Installation Smith, Emma Lou George,
of new officers will take place Jeanette Webb, C h a r 1 e n e Mcafter a luncheon.
Cauley, Antoinette Kelemen, SyOn Saturday tne entire group is lvia Hall, and four faculty meminvited to tour a variety of con- bers, Miss Barrier, Miss Slater,
temporary kitchens at General Mrs. Buckholz, and Miss Moss.
Charlene McCauley will reElectric's Appliance Park and to
be guest at a buffet luncheon. present Eastern as a candiate for
This is through the courtesty of first vice-present.

Follies '60, to be presented by
the Richmond Junior Woman's
Club, will be held at 8:00 pjn.,
November 11 and 12th, In Hiram
Brock Auditorium.
The director, Joe Simmons,
member of the Jerome Cargill
Producing Agency, New York, has
been rehearsing the twenty five
numbers in the show daily for the
past three weeks. The cast composed of seventy-five men and
women, includes twenty-three
Eastern students.
The program includes prod|i*»
tions of Birth of the Blues, Nothing Line a Dame, Everything Pre
Got, Hearbreak Hotel and many
others. Several of the number*
will be done in strobe light.
An addition to the show will
be done in strobe light.
An addition to the show will be
Miss Gail Shivel freshman secretary, who will sing two numbers.

Faculty Round Table Discusses
Purpose Of Professional Education

Rowlett Has Articles
Published In Journal

Professional education at Eastern was the area of investigation
at a Faculty Round Table, Wednesday, November 9. Before the open
forum. D. T. Ferrell, D. J. Carty.
George W. Robinson, and Dean
Gatwood discussed the subject:
What Should Be the Purpose and
Nature of Professional Education
At Eastern? Melvin Mattox presented the Recorder's Report.
Here are some significant questions that figured in the discussion:
(1.) What portion of the college

Dr. John D. Rowlett of the Infaculty should have responsibility dustrial
Department, has two
for determining the graduation re- ai tides Arts
published in current- isquirements for teachers?
sues of journals related to indus(2.) What groups should de- trial arts. "An Experimental
termine the content requirements Comparison of Teching Methods
of majors and minors in the vari- in Mecii3nice.l Drawing," appears
ous fields.
_^ in the October Issue of The In(3.) How can the total college dustrial Arts Teacher. The article
participate in helping teachers reports an experimental comafter they have started to teach ? parison of methods based on ges(4.) What groups should be cal- talt and connectionist learning
led upon to carry out educational theories.
experimentation ?
"The Contract Plan in Indus(5.) How can mutual under- trial Arts," appears in the OctoCaduceus Club Initiates
standing and -e^ponsibility be ber issue of the American Vocational Journal. This article prefostered among the disciplines?
New Members
The meeting was held in the sents a plan for I n d e p e n d ent
study at the secondary school level
The Caduceus Club held a meet- faculty lounge of the Student in industrial arts."
ing Monday night, Nov. 7, and Union Building.
Initiation speeches were heard by
Leroy Catron and Larry Welch.
ATTENTION TO ALL EASTERN KENTUCKY STUDENTS
After these speeches approximIn the past, it has been Eastern's policy that no award letters
ately 45 students and faculty
other than Eastern's shall be worn on campus.
members heard Dr. R B.,CongelThis includes awards from extra-curricular activities in high
ton speak on Predental and Orschool, as athletics, music, or clubs, or any other source.
thodontic Treatment. Dr. CongelPlease understand that these rules are enforced through the
ton spoke on the field of Denisty:
constitution of the "E" Club. The constitution has been approved
the malaclusions of oral cavity
and showed slides concerning by the administration of Eastern Kentucky State College.
Let's have respect for the "Big E" and wear only jackets withseveral cases of malaclusions,
out other award letters.
starting at the time of the first
treatment and following it or.
Thank you.
until the finished project.
The "E" Club
C

Frosh. Soph's Elect
S. C. Representatives
Student Council representatives
were elected last week by the
sophomore and freshman classes.
Elected as the four freshmen
representat ives were Peggy
Karem, Louisville; Nellie Faye
King, Pikeville; Johnny Thompson, Loyal 1; and Bob Spurlin,
Richmond.
The sophomores In a special
election called to elect two representatives to replace newly appointed S.C. secretary Bernice
Darland and Jack Stevenson, who
withdrew from college because of
illness, chose Betty Gorley from
Gravel Switch and Charlie McCormlck from Cynthlana.
YWA SUPPER MEETING
Thursday, November 17
4:30 p. in.

at

B. S. U. Center
Make reservations by signing
sheet at B. S. U. Center.

The Progress Staff met for the first time last week in Its new offices
In the Ad building. Shown left to right are co-editors, Larry Stanley
and Charles Klonne, Sandra Nunnelley, and Mary Ann Nelson. Joyce
McKechnie is seated.
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Commitment And The School
V,
Community

THE EASTERN PROGRESS
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PROGRESS

Letters To Editor

Dear Editor:
Published each Thursday during the fall and spring ?™™»p™As a member of the Democrat
Entered as second-class matter at the post office in Richmond,
party,
I was shocked at the
T>t
Kentucky.
number
of opinionated remarks
Member of Associated Collegiate Press
in the columns other than the
by CHARLES HANSEL
1.H!T»rivm<?
...Charles Klonne and Larry Stanley
editorial in the November third
MociatcEditor
Barry
Brennen
issue of the "Progress." I realize
Pat
Some
of
the
most
frequent
words
upon
the
lips
of
our
modern
SnessMairier
Monaghan
that an editorial is the opinion
David
fitTta™*^
Oowridg. thinkers and writers are commitment, engagement, inrolvoment. and of editor or editors, as the case
jSttT Brines' Manager
Rcbertftourlln, concern. These are frequent themes of the existentialist and per- may he, but the paper on Novemaenalist philosopher* who hare exerted aaeh a tremendous influence ber third took like four pages of
upon modern thourbt. Amone them would be Berdyaev. Heidegger, editorial to me. i did'ni have anv
•arrre, Jaspers, Mnrccs. earl BMber. IB ttiis essay I want to examine difficulty distinguishing which
vr
the concept of commitment and attempt to aoolv it to the school candidate you are endorsing in the
comaoimitv. I am sure ttoet this examination wtn be fruitful for our up-coming election because of the
director of Publications
live, together
lack of an article oa Nixon either
8»ws Staff mt* Janes Carol JUunbext. Harve Turner, Carolyn Oaks,
Commitment aTows out of the realm of values. A value can be
against him.
irry Wireman, Joyce MeKechnie, Mary Ann Nelson, Ronnie Wolfe, defined aa any object, idea, or person to which meaning and signifi- forJf or
my nie-uory serves me right,
Judy Schneble
cance are attached. This relation to values is only found in the unique the student body elected Nixon as
feature SUff: Sandra Nunnley," Elizabeth Shaw, Jenny Walker, Larry sphere of being-human.
\
Eresident in the mock election
Cole, Connie McKendry, Don Adams, Kelly Black
As the founder of Logotherapy. Dr. Viktor E. Frankl, pur"it:
eld here on campus. That ta why
"Man's concern about a meaning in life is the truest expression of I believe a grave injustice has
the state of being human. We can easily Imagine highly developed been done to the Republican candianimals or Insects—bees or ants, say—which in manv aspects of their date. Mi. Richard Nixon, In the
social organization actually are superior to man. But we can never aforementioned articles.
imagine any such creature raising the question of the meaning of his
I must say that you have a
own existence. It Is reserved for man alone to experience the whole very democratic paper not. howdubiousness of being. More than such faculties aa power of speech, ever, in the sense that it enconceptual thinking or walking erect, thia factor of doubting the sig- courages, or even practices denificance of his own existence is what sets man apart from animal* " 1 mocracy. The type of democratic
It is by espousing values that we enter the human order. These newspaper I have been used to.
We will be fwore than happy to print letters to the values may be simple and material, as bread, house, clothes; but they however, is one which favors
tklitors; bmt we must know who is the author of the let- mav be complex and non-material, aa lave of God and others, freedom, social equality and is not socially
truth, beauty These values play a significant rale in the kind of per- exclusive. Your paper doea't seem
fer. We wiH wHMtrid their name from print ,f they wish; sons we are and will become. And a school community that Is not to fit that description.
concerned with values is not taking a part in education, because aa the
A Democrat
but the editors have to know who writes the letters.
great Jewish thinker. Martin Buber said, '"Education worthy of the
Stanley W. Mitchell TWINS, TWINS, WHO'S GOT THE TWINS? Seated left to right: Marilyn and Carolyn Kirchhoff, and
Wa are unable to print two letters this week be- name is essentially education of character."
Marietta and Henrietta Soalf. Standing left to right: Irene and Ilene Carpenter, Janet Gaye and
Now
there
are
certain
limitations
upon
the
school
community
in
DEAR
EDITOR,
Mary Faye Carter.
cause fhey were unsigned.
regards to values. But often these limitations serve the cause of
There have been a few comeducation, rather than hinder K. The school Is not the Only,. menu made against the cheer- practice.
Letters may be left in the Progress office. Room 4 character
not even the most important. Institution whose obligation It h) to | leading squad by some ignorant
Instead of criticizing the cheerThe freshman class that has lowered the boom on Eastern's campus
iof the Ad. building, or placed in the Progress mail box Inculcate values. Everything educates the creature-man: the home, bigots on our campus. I, for one, leaders, we should praise tivera this year
has brought with it four sets of twins (feminine gender only!.
fikiiffiVi town,
t nil m
tmaa animals,
aHimnla rocks,
vnnlre
ntnKS etc.
••»
I ^i II rl — ■— and
anJ youth
■■■-iiatV
IJ
III
J. _
.1
_
J
_» and try to follow their- example.
church,
trees,
stars,
Children
would like to throw a word of
Carolyn.
Marilyn, Mary Faye, Janet Gaye. Henrietta, Marietta, Ilene,
tit the Ad. budding.
come to school with all kinds of values and attitudes forming their praise to these eight girls The The s'.udent cheering sections si* and Irene are the names, now for a description.
personalities. And sometimes these are in direct opposition to those cheei leading ir the past few y;ar* few and far between, and school
Carolyn and Marilyn, whose 1 Henrietta and Marietta Soalf
of the school community.
has been below par, but thia spirit is on the wane. The cheer- r.ilssname (well, cne cannot sav] abide in 417 Sullivan Hall. Before
The school should differ from these other educative forces in the year's squad
has certainly cor- leaders are doing their Job weel tout-name) is Kirchhoff. When J coming to Eastern they went to
following ways: a deeper awareness of what toe task Is; a greater rected this error. There have been but the cheer-followers aren't do- they go home, ihey hew for Vlrgie High School where they
desire to influence the youth toward intelligent and ethical values, and more pep rallies than before, and ing anything. If the energy spent
Kentucky. To be specific, graduated in 1960.
a more mature and Impartial understanding of the contributions that the girls have attended every in showing school spirit, Eastern Northern
Fort Thomas claims them, as does
Henrietta is an elemintiry
can be made to the common good.
would
be
better
off.
game that they could
get it,.
Highlands High School from which education major, but Marietta is
But someone will say. "Is this not propaganda? At least, will Their formations, cheers, and
Sincerely,
This past week several letters, mostly unsigned,
a home economics major. Henthey graduated :n I860.
It not lead to it?" No. I think it Is the opposite. The primary value
A cheerleaders, fin
Marilyn is one-half Inch taller rietta would like to teach kinderfiave come to our desks—their prevailent theme being which the school should cherish is the respect for the dignity of the chBnts show many hours of hnrd
and nine minutes o'dev than garten or third grade, and
a criticism of the lack of school spirit. One letter com- human person.. This means that the freedom and responsibility of the
Carolyn. People who know then. Marietta would either like to teach
person should never be denied. In fact, our educational intent Is to
may be able to tell them apart, or become a Home Demonstration
blains about the small attendance at music events; an- lead these to an even greater development. We want to Influence the
but to be sure ot which one you Agent. The Scalfs have only two
minds
and
lives
of
others
only
on
the
foundation
of
respect
for
the
other is disgusted at the lack of enthusiasm at football
By Dave Adams
are talking to, look for a small classes together-Biological Science
person. If we lose this, or If we only pay lip service to it, we are not
mole on Marilyn' i right cheek. and Choir.
EXECUTIVES OF COMMA CLUB COME
games and criticises the cheerleaders.
carrying out cur function.
They haven't dresied alike since
They seldom dress differently
The propagandist la not really concerned with the person whom he
TO BLOWS—23 HOSPITALIZED
Junior High School. When asked because they like to confute peoFor whatever these opinions are worth, they do in- wishes to influence. Some of this person's individual properties are of
A routine meeting nearly ended in tragedy as a result of dissentlon why Marilyn replies, "We like to ple. By dressing alike they say
dicate a general students concern about this problem. importance to the propagandist, but only In so far as they can be ex- among members of the Comma Club (the local chapter of punctuation be different.
that they look more like twins (aa
ploited for his purposes. The educator sees the person as a unique National Honorary). Disagreeing over the proper disposition of a box
The commerce majors want to if people could tell them apart
However, our problem here goes much deeper. It might being, one who has a special task or mission that only he can realize. of ceremonial cream puffs which had become stale, petrified In fact, a work
after college, but while they anyway.) But if you Insist on tellbe helpful, but a winning team isn't necessary to arouse To propagandize is to do damage and violence to this unique being. heated discussion began. The President of the club (the grand high are here they have different ing "which is what," Marietta has
One who does this has no trust in the ability of the person to become exaulted Exclamation Point) suggested burning them according to the schedules and different dormitory a scar on her left eyebrow while
a school spirit, not if the school has traditions. Eastern related through his own spirit to the values of the good, the true, and ritual set forth in the club's secret manuscript, the Throwemback
rooms.' Marilyn lives In 318 Sul- Henrietta sports a chicken pox
has none; we are a mere educational mill handing out the beautiful. As the Quakersexpress it In their lovely way: *^iey Book. The Vice-President (the grand, exalted Period) voiced his livan Hall, while Carolyn abides scar on her left cheek.
do not believe there Is that of God in every man." The educator, no doubts concerning the legal relationship and biological origin of the presi- below in 218.
They are the only two In their
teaching certificates. This is fine, if this is the college's matter his religious views, does believe this. And through this faith items in question be placed in a receptacle for removal by the SanitaAcross the hall from Carolyn family. Marietta is about an inch
purpose. But according to the administration's objec- he can never be a propagandist; though he will often fall short of his tion Department.
the Carriers from Feds Creek. taller and weight about five
The president uttered bis contempt for people who would violate Mary Faye and anet Gaye like pounds more than Henrietta, but
tives, this isn't our goal. We are to be an institution ideals.
Let us see If we can draw together from these remarks a definition the sacred rules of the Comma Club. The Vice President expressed his Eastern very much. While here, Henrietta Is fifteen minutes order.
of commitment. We have seen that man's relationship to values puts doubts concerning th lgal rlationship and biological origin of the presi- they are majoring in Elementary
pf higher learning, not a trade school.
Last, but certainly not least,
him in the sphere of the human order. It is through values that the dent's parents. The President asserted his desire for a retraction of Education, and after they grad- are the Carpenter twins-Ilene and
We realize that such a condition is not easily cor- person 1s constituted. This relationship with values sets man off from toe sentiments expressed by the Vice President and removed his coat uate Mary wants to teach the Irene. They are from Richmond,
the lower animals 1n a distinct manner. Commitment it the act and as the room was unbearable hot. The Vice President voiced his preferOr fourth grade, but Janet and graduated from Madison
rected. The habits for four generations of students process of relating ourselves through intelligence and freedom to values ence of eternal punishment by fire as a prior consideration. Under- third
would rather have the fourth or Central. They have some classes
cannot be changed overnight. However, there exists and pledging ourselves to the maintenance and enhancement of these standably, the president was slightly disturbed and accidentally fifth. They have all claases to- together, and after college, they
values.
dropped a box of cream puffs upon the head of the Vice President gether, except for Physical Ed- both want to teach: Irene Is a
'jone condition on the campus that is not aiding ♦♦••
I have tried to indicate, in a brief way, something of the connection Since the cream puffs had reached toe density, strength and hardness ucation.
music major and Ilene is an ele•school spirit, and that is the tremendous lack of co- between commitment and the school community. But here I wish to of a Billiard Ball, this action bothered the Vice President.
Janet Gaye has lived on this memtary Education major.
say a few words about the teacher in this regard. My remarks apply
Thinking
that
perhaps
the
President
had
had
malice
of
feremortal
earth
fifteen
minutes
Ilene is older than Irene, but
rporation and communication on the campus. De- more directly to the public schools. The Institution of education is thought, the Vice President returned In kind. The members of the
longer than her twin, but Mary Irene is taller. One very seldom
partments work against departments. The calendar of under the domain of the state. The teachers are employed by the club, to be impartial, split evenly and joined the fracas.
Faye is half an inch taller. The finds them dressed alike as "it
to carry on this task. There are certain laws that determine toil
The annual installation of officers that was to be held next week, Carters dressed alike until theyj a,tuact« too much attention."
'•vents must be set up without any planning, otherwise, state
relation between teacher and state. But for the mast part It is gov- will be postponed until a quorum cant be mustered and new ritual came to Richmond from Feds ■ ♦wins'run in the family, but the
so many conflicts couldn't possibly exist. One example' erned by mutual confidence. The state has confidence that the teacher costumes obtained.
I
Creek High. 'We want to be dif- twins have one another member
qualified to carry out the function of educating toe youth. The
The public will be saddened, no doubt, to hear that much of toe ferent now
and we want a of the family. When asked how
being a political rally, a play, and a Halloween party is
teacher believes that his state wants goodness, truth, and beauty to club's ritual attire was ruined by the water used by the firemen in change." There is no real way to people tell them apart, they repliset for the same night. Such confusion couldn't be be introduced to the youth. This mutuality can be damaged or de- breaking up the riot. Some of the'white gowns, hoods and masks tell Mary and Janet apart, Just ed. "People learn to know whicn
stroyed. For example, the Nazi government in Germany and in the were salvaged, but the club's supply of felt propeller—beanies was guess.
one Is taller."
planned.
countries it occupied destroyed for those teachers who were commlted completely destroyed. Donations or checks should be made payable
Irene and Ilene live at home,
Twins run in the family on their
to other values this condition of mutuality. The following letter which to C. A. R. E. (Comma Association Ritual Emergency fund) and de- mother's side, but they do have and they like Eastern .very much.
Finally, a tremendous gap in communication exists the Norwegian, a great majority, teachers gave to the Nazi government posited in the box In front of the library. Cash may be left at the an older brother and sister who
There you have It. Twins, twins,
and more twins!
within the student body. Activities are not publicized after an attempt to nazlfy their schools Is very eloquent testimony to Progress office.
are not twins.
the power of commitment. Parts of It are as follows:
well enough to insure a good attendance. We had
"We have been entrusted with the task of giving you children that
hoped that the Progress could correct this. Unfortu- knowledge and training in thorough work which is necessary if you
are to receive full and many-sided development aa human beings, so
nately, it hasn't. Organizations and departments still that each one of you can take his or her place in the community for the
wiH not cooperate with the paper. Neither have we benefit of himself and others. We have been given this calling by the
Norwegian people, and the Norwegian people can call us to account for
.received support from the student body in terms of It. We also know that the sura totol ef knowledge and labor capacity
which a country disposes of is the greatest and most durable of all its
staff members.
sources of wealth. It is our duty to protect those values. We should
It it requires administration pressure, then let's be untrue to our vocation if we did not devote all our energies to the
service of this task, especially in this period of affliction through which
have it. Somehow, these people have to be brought we are now living. Every restriction on the activity of toe schoo underinto line i let's quit fighting among ourselves and work mines the foundation on which our people's future must be built.
"The teacher's vocation, however, la not only to give the children
for a better Eastern!
knowledge. He must also teach the children to believe In and desire
that which is true and lust. He is therefore unable to teach anything
which is in conflict with his conscience without betraying his calling.
Anyone who does so is committing a wrong both against the public
whom he should lead and against himself. That, I promise you, I
will never do. I will never ask you to do anything which I consider
to be wrong, nor will I tearth you anything which in my opinion Is
PRESCRIPTIONS
not in accordance with the truth.. As httcrto. J win let my conscience
be my guide, and I believe that I shall then be In agreement with the
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
great majority of the people who have entrusted me with my educaPHONE ??
tional duties." 2
This is commitment, and this Is what our teachers need for the
good of pur youth and the common good. I bave often wondered how
many Kentucky teachers would sign the above statement if the situation demanded. And would I? We may not he faced with the extreme
circumstance they were, but I am convinced that we need the same
integrity in our school community. Do we not have burning social
issues which demand commitment on the part of the teacher? What
about race relations, religious bigotry, poHtieal programs, economic
practices, materialism, corruption In our institutions? Maybe we
would like to believe we are perfect; It is a little difficult to convince
ourselves that this si true. It is In the nature of the calling of teacher
to be a person who is committed to values. Anything we do to weaken
this is to hurt the educational function And I might add that I believe
this matter ought to be given more consideration by educational leaders
than it often Is.
Much of what I have said applies equally to toe students in
school community. Many of the student's values have been gjven to
him by home and community environment. They may be worth-while
values and no doubt many of them are, bnt In the school community
these values should be Intelligently examined. Only through this process can many values become our own and become a deeper part of
our being. Somewhere in life we must earn our heritage, as Goethe
remarked. Without this process, civilization wtn not advance, and
more than likely win decay. Students are responsible for the values
by which they Hve and shape their lives. They should strive for an
ever deepnlng commitment to values. Our goal Is committed students
—committed to the highest values of goodness, truth, and beauty.
I dose with a statement by Dr. Edmund W. Sinnott. a biologist
and former dean of the Graduate School of Tale University.
"All this, of course, means that to preserve toe cultural heritage
which we so treasure and to advance it further Is the most serious
task we face today. Civilization is not an automatic process. Nothing
guarantees its progress. It must be built anew in every human being.
No 'perfecting principle' exists In nature, as some optimistic Darwinians once believed, that will make Inevitable man's progress. We
know well today that everything he values may collapse in ruins unless
it is constantly renewed out of his own resources. To accomplish this
is the continuing task of education. It makes toe profession of the
HERE'S MOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
teacher one of gravest responsibility, for unless his work Is skillfully
Tareyton has the tasteaccomplished, that of all other men will come at last to naught" 3
Lit combiMS a unique inner fitter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
1. Viktor E. Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul
defmrtetv proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. Quoted In Nils Jhelmtvelt, Education la Norway
3. Edmund W. Sinnott, "The Questing Heritage," in The Nature of
LAMK WOOL AND OtLO N BLEND
2. with a pure white outer fitter. Together they select and balance
Being Human by Marie I. Rasey, ed.
Sic flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's Savor aahact gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.
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EASTERN PRO^ffESS

Thursday, htornmfewHt), i960

Maroons Vs. Morehead For Hawg Rifle

MAROON ROUNDUP
with UftJtY KNARR

AsrstisU !»• Pu.ho».r-^rj»e Morehead
jvho dumped Western . 1M e«t«r<lsy, sue cosimg to RfchMOiitf this week-end with one ttnssjii
in mind, to regain possession of the 'Hawg Rifle
The ftitictl-coveted firearm has been fathering dust
here In Maroon-land for more than a decade, but
the #ord from the Eagles' neat is that a finer day
for Moreheaa football la near at hand. Sure would
hate to Bee that ole "Haw*; Rifle" change handa thia
year! Incidentally. Morehead'a win over Weatern
last week wu only the second O. V. C. victory for
the Bag-lea since 1050. Maybe it was just the law
of averages!
Fair Weather Faan—Of an estimated crowd of
8,500 attending the Eastern-Tennessee Tech tilt this
week-end. only a few handy souls were around at
the flnsl gun. We realise that the weather was
busy and the game waa not a very inspiring- spectacle, but this surely doesn't speak very highly of
bur school spirit. Maybe some, of you students
don't realize that it's your patriotic duty to go out
and catch pneumonia while your team is getting
stomped!
tossing Attack Falters—For the second successive week the Maroons failed to gain any yardage through the air. It wasn't needed against
Wsetern because we pjled up 243 yards on the
ground. But it sure would have come in handy
against Tech as we managed only 41 yards rushing
and a grand total of 4 first downs.
•>. Tennwwee Monopoly—The Tennessee members
of the O. V. C. Hold a virtual monopoly on the loop
football crown. Hot since Eastern's Tangerine Bowl
outfit won the title In 1954 has a Bluegrass representative turned the trick. Tennessee Tech. won
in lt55, Middle Tennessee won In '58 and '57, and
the two powerhouses from Volunteer territory
shared the crown In '58 and '99. Tech's win over
Us Saturday night cinched them at least a tie in
'iw, Middle Tennessee being the only other team
left tn the running. Those Tennessee piowboys are
bretty tough on the gridiron, but get them out oa
the hardwood with a bunch of Kentucklans and It
just night be a horse of a different color.
Blackie Nears Record—Eastern punter Gene
plackwelder has kicked 35 times thia season for an
average of 32.8 yards per kick. Blackie needs only
four more punts to break the school record set by
Dave Bishop back in '58. Bishop punted 38 times.
Record Ne Is dim Hen—The Marshall Greenies.
who clash with the Maroons at Ashland next week.
have a 1-8-1 record to date. Tins record is a little
misleading, however, as the Big Green has fared
.pretty well against some tough foes. Markup is
;a member of the rugged Mid American Conference,
.which Is led by the Bowling Green Falcons and the
Ohio University Bobcats. Both teams are undefeated on the season and the Falcons are currently
ranked as the top small-college team In the U. S. A.

The Greenies. better known perhaps as the ThunderIn* Bard, dropped a 14-7 verdict to Bowling Green.
•ant to Lsatavitte 7-0. and were beaten 19-0 by Ohio
V., who scored twiee late In the game. The Kentucky Wildcats took some of the thunder out of the
Herd at Stoll Field several weeks ago by walloping
them 55-0.
Flip Of The Coin—With the two fine basketball
teams expected by Eastern and Western this year.
It's going to be a thrilling year for O. V. C. basketball. Last season's unfortunate incident at Bowling
Green has only served to heighten the intense
rivalry between the two schools. As usual, the race
will probably be decided on the road as neither team
makes a practice of losing at home. The race
might be rated a toas-up, but it's a sure thing the
coin is going to take quite a seating: before it comes
down heads or tails.
National Mags—The Eastern Maroon basketeers
were recipients of a rather nice article In "Complete 1960-61 Basketball", a national magazine on
sale at all local news-stands. Mentioned in the
article with Coach Paul McBrayer were Jack Upchurch. Cart Cole. Roland WierwiUie, Larry Bedmond. Phil Estepp, Ralph Richardson. Ray Gardner,
and Larry Parks. In recognition of the O. V. Canother magazine, the Dell basketball annual, went
so far as to pick the Western HlUtoppera as the
nation's number five quintet In their pre-season
poll. Neither Eastern nor Kentucky were ranked
in the top twenty. However. Eastern's Carl Cole,
Western's Bobby Rascoe, Bast Tennessee's Tom
Chllton as well as Kentucky's Billy Ray Lickert
were named to the All-South team.
Giants Tougn—»ne New York Giants Sunday
held the vaunted rushing attack of the Cleveland
Browns to a net total of only six yards. Is that
defense or is that defense! The Giants, by winning
17-13, moved into second place In the astern division of the N. F. L. The Philadelphia Eagles, led
by their great Norm Van Brocklln-to-Tommy McDonald combination, are In first place right now,
but there are still six weeks to go. We have to go
along with the Giants, because any team that can
hold Jimmy Brown and Bobby Mitchell's crew to
six yards In one game just haa to be rated tops.
New York made a fine comeback effort after being
tied by the Redskins and beaten by the Cardinals
in their previous two outings.
• dam D Majors—-With the rapid expansion proframs of the two major baseball leagues, it leads
his observer to wonder where the four new teams
win get their talent. The eight second division
teams in the majors last year didn't have twenty
good big-leaguers among them, and now there are
approximately 100 more openings! Undoubtedly,
more fans will get to see big league baseball, but
the big question is whether it will still be big
league!
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Richmond Office Equipment
"School and Office Supplies"
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LUIGI'S PIZZA
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Jt»r Phone your Order to Loo-ee-goe (Luigi)

Phone 2737
11:00 P.M.

WAYMAN'S
DEPT.

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
•Tenn. Tech 20, Eastern 0, at
Eastern.
•Mid. Tenn. 20, Murray 3, at
Mid. Tenn.
•Morehead 12. Western 6, at
Morehead.
JS. Tenn. 35, Austin Peay 14,
at Austin Peay.
•Denotes O. V.C. game

THIS WEEK'S GAME
•Mid. Tenn. at East Tenn.
(Homecoming)
•Western at Murray (afternoon)
•Morehead at Eastern ( afternoon)
Tenn. Tech at Arkansas St.
•Denotes o. V. C. game

KATIES
Baby Shop
We Specialize in Infant's
and Children's Wear
& Maternity Complete.

CENTRAL
MUSIC CO.

Tennessee Tech all but clinched the pennant In the Ohio Valley
Conference football race Saturday night with a 20-0 romp over the
Eastern Maroons. The game was played before an estimated crowd
of 2.500 at Hanger Stadium.
It marked the first time this
year that the Eastern gridders PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
had bowed to a conference foe by
more than two points. Tech tallied
in each of tiie first three stanzas
to "rack up its fffth' win in five
O. V. C. contests. The Eagles are
now 8-2 over-all, while the toss
left the Maroons 1-3-1 in conference play and 3-4-1 over-all.
Drives of 35 yards in the first
period, 73 yards in the second,
and 88 yards In the third accounted for the Tech scores. The
only conversion came after the
final touchdown, when J. M.
Jacques ran for two points.
Eastern ran one series of plays
before the Eagles began their first
scoring drive. The drive, starting
on the Eastern 35, after a bad
pass from center on an attempted
punt, took the Golden Eagles only
nine plays. Ralph Broyles plunged
in from the one to cap the march.
Broyles duplicated this feat in
the second quarter as he again
plowed over from the one, climax-'
iris; a march covering 73 yards in
13 plays. This touchdown came
with only 27 seconds remaining
in the first half and was set up
by a poor punt.
Fults tallied the final touchdown on a four-yard end sweep.
This drive covered 68 yards in
fourteen plays and was helped
along by two fifteen yard penalties paced off against the Maroons.

15
204
3
2
0
35
239
0
4
40
45

Richmond, Ky.
PHONE NO.
— 2047

China, SiJver, Watches, Diamonds
FREE ENGRAVING
COME IN ... MAKE YOU SELECTION
ANY JUST SAY:

CHARGE IT!

McCORD'S JEWELR

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK are
Junior tackle Dave Hatfield from
Middlesboro and Sophomore end
Gene Blackwelder from Gainesville, Florida. Each lineman was
selected for his outstanding defensive play In the Tech game.
Hatfield and Blackwelder are
Eastern's kickers. Hatfield handles Wckoffs, extra points and
field goals, while Blackie is the
team's punter.

Why Go to Town?
Gas Up With Us!

College Service Station
BURD'S
Drug Store

Across from Memorial Hall
ROYAL

SPECIALS!

MBTS OR LAMES' SUITS. TOPCOATS;
LAWS' PLAIN DRESSES
Mix Or Match!
$1.00 EACH — 2 FOR $1.50
3 FOR $2.00
FREE MOTHPBOOFING Sjr 8ANEX PROCESS on all GARMENTS
TRY
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BARBER SHOP
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These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. Ai a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or nil in
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the
-sr- -y g^»
Aerospace Team. I
J L^-

PHONE 1498

AMEstATIOWB
• OFFING
• REWEAVTNG
• CLEANING
• PRESSING

Phone 43

THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
INC.
TUESDAY SPECIAL!
-

Featuring
COL SANDERS RECIFE

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
id

French Fries or Mashed Potatoes,
Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

Air Force
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION ""»FT INFORMATION
tEPT.
SCLOll
I0X 7WB. WASH IMI OH % tt.te.
I am between 19 end 26W, a citizen
of the U. S. and a nigh school graduate
with
years of college. Please
send me detailed information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

ROYAL
2ND AT IRVINE

Hot Bar-B-Que Pork on Bun,

WELCOMES
STUDENT ACCOUNTS!

Dave Hatfleld
Tech

HINKLE'S DRUG STORE

ON YOUR PURCHASES WHILE YOU WAIT

Final Statistics
First Downs
... 4
Net Yards Rushing ... 62
Passes Attempted ... 3
Passes Completed ... 0
Passes Intercepted ... 1
Passing Yardage . ... 0
Total Offense
62
Fumbles t-ost
0
Number Punts
8
Punting average .... 32.9
Penalties—Yards
41

Private and Auction Sales

McCORD'S JEWELRY

Maroons Stalled
Eastern made no serious threat
during the game which was
played in heavy mud. Swift running halfbacks Gilly Layman,
Richie Emmons, and Jim Chittum
never could get their bearings in
the soggy surroundings.
The mud also prevented either
team from displaying much of an
aerial attack. Each team threw
only three passes, with Tech completing two for 35 yards and Eastern completing none.
The Tech offense overpowered
Eastern, moving 239 yards while
the Maroons could manage only
82. Chittum was Eastern's leading ball carrier with 30 yards in
9 carries. Emmons carried 7 times
for 21 yards.
Eastern

REAL ESTATE BROKER

59c

First & Water Srs.

Fountain • Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DEUVERY
7A.M.to7P.M.
Phones 244 & 245

EVANS C. SPURLIN

Maroons Bow To Tech 20-0

Broyle-t Tallies

Conference All
5 0 0 8 2 0
3 10 4 4 0
3 2 0 3 5 0
12 2 3 3 2
13 1 3 4 1
13 1 2 5 1
14 0 4 4 0

STORES

"The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"

NORTHERN KENTUCKIANS on the i960 Maroon grid team are,
kneeling, from left: Richie Emmons, Ft. Thomas, and Ken Goodhew.
Coving-ton. Back row, from left: Rich Wallace, Newport, Bob Goes,
Ft Thomas, and Steve Klbber. Ft. Thomas.

OYC. STANDING
Team
Tenn. Tech
Mid. Tenn
Murray
East Tenn
Eastern
Wastern
Morehead

The Eastern Maroons and the Morehead Eagles clash Saturday in one of the state's oldest rivalries.
The Maroons, bruised and battered after their 20-0 licking at the hands of league-leading Tennessee Tech,
will be seeking to even their season record in their home finale.
The Maroons will have double-barreled incentive to capture the 2 p. m. clash. The tilt has been
designated "Dad's Day" by the Varsity "E" Chib. and the, "Old Hawg Rifle" also will be at stake.
This year's special day set aside 184 yards on 51 attempts for a Hughes said today that plenty of
to honor the "proud pop" of the 3.2 average.
tickets are on sale this week at
gridders will be different from
athletic office and that they
The Maroons, as a team, are the
past years in that the fathers of
would go on sale Saturday afterall the Eastern students are in- averaging 3,7 yards on 366 rush- nooa at 12:15.
vited to be the guests of the col- ing attempts.
An added attraction will ba the
lege for the game. Fathers of the
Lanham leads the passers with appearance of Moiehead's 116football players will be the honor- 28 completions in 70 attempt's for piece marching band. Nlcholu
ed guests of the "E" Club for the 365 yards and four touchdowns. Koenigstein's precision 85-ptert
annual pre-game dinner. They will Five of his aerials have been in- Marchcif. Maroons also will probe introduced in pre-game cere- tercepted.
vide pre-game and half time enmonies and will sit on the sideAthletic director, Charles T. tcrainment.
lines during the game.
The "Old Hawg Rifle." an ancient relic that represents football
supremacy between Eastern and
Morehead, has remained in the
Eastern trophy case for the past
ten years. Not since 1949 has
Morehead claimed the prize and
then the margin was only by a
single point, 27-26.
This year however, the spirited
Eagles ate given their best chance
of recapturing the relic since that
day ten years ago. For the season.
RICHMOND
—
REREA
they are 4-4 and their Ohio Valley
Conference mark stands at 1-4.
Last Saturday, they pulled off
of tl'eir gieiitest upsets in hand
lng Western Kentucky a 12-6 setback, nutikiug their first win over
i.ie H!lltopver8 in twelve years.
They had not
in fact, beaten
Western since joining the OVC In
1&-.6.
Coach Gienn Preanell's Maroons
showed none of their earlier offensive .sparkic last Saturday as
they suffered their first whitewash since 1958 when Middle Tennessee turned the trick by 14-0.
"It was a poor team effort,"
said Coach Presnell of his Maroons' lack-lustre performance, "although," he added. "Tech mack
PHONES: 858 — 894
us play their game by controlling
the ball and by their superb deOFFICE—127 W. IRVINE STREET
fensive game."
He said that a low pass from
center and a fifteen yawl penalty
definitely kept the game out of
reach since Tech went on to score
on both occasions. "We just could
not recover from those early mistakes," he said.
The Maroons came out of the
contest without extensive injury,
although three starters, tackle
Hot Bar-B-Que Pork on Bun,
David Hatfleld end Ed Spenik,
and guard Ken Goodhew were still
With
Choice of Two Vegetables
recuperating from injuries in
practice sessions early this week.
Spenik, with a back injury, may
miss the Morehead tilt, but the
others are expected to be back in
Featuring Home Made Yellow Layer Cake.
action Saturday.
Of the individual performances
=
i H^^^^^==I
in _i—i
against Tech, only Hatfield and
end, Gene Blackwelder were cited
by Presnell. "There were no offensive standouts," said the Eastern Coach. The Maroons netted a
total of just 62 yards the entire
evening.
Individual rushing leaders after
eight games are still senior Gilly
Layman, with 424 yards on 70
carries for a 6.1 average; freshman Jimmy Chittum, with 287
yards on 48 carries and a 5.9
FINEST QUALITY IN
average; and Junior Tony Lanham,

NAMC
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Free Pass to Reda Drive In with
each Order of Chicken!
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The Child, The Chimp — The Chump

NEWS FROM THE ALUMNI
Kiss Mary Campbell, class of
1060, fa teaching Home Economics
and general science this year at
Henry Central High School, New
Castle Ky. Mary lives at Route
1. Shelbyville. Ky.
. Col. John W. Hughes, Jr., class
air '37, is presently assigned as an
instructor at the Army Command
General Staff College, Fort
^■eavenworth, Kansas, Col. Hughes
is a life member of the Alumni
Association. He lives at 48 Pick
Avenue, Fort Leavenworth.
. Mrs. Joe B. Jarboe, Jr., the
former Jennie Kelly 31. i- LibraCan at St. Charles High School,
ebajion, Ky.
Mrs. Aline Dolan Winklei.
Route 2, Rushville, Indiana, is
teaching commerce at New Salem
High School In Rushville. She was
graduated in 1945 from Eastern.
Miss Minnie M. Vogt, class of
'38, is teaching second grade at
Hikes School in Jefferson County.
She lives at 4310 Bardstown Road.
Louisville 18.
Miss Irma Hildebrand, class of
1960. is teaching 4th grade this
year at McFerran School in Louisville.
Mr. Gene M. Gary re employed
With the Tennessee Department of
Public Welfare. Mrs. Gary teaches
In the county school system. They
were both members of the class of
M8. They may be addressed at
Box 186, Harriman. Tenn.
■ Mrs. Lillian H. Ferguson teaches
7th grade math in the new Oscar
F. Hawke, New Carlisle, Ohio
System with nine large sections of
seventh graders. Her address is
526 Vine Street Springfield, Ohio
She was a 1938 graduate of Eastern.
■ Mr. W. E. (Bill) Bennett, class
of 1938, was recently appointed
District Sales Manager for Trans
World Airlines in Louisville. Ky.
He lives at 6806 Graymoor Road.
I Mr. Carlos G. Co'mette, a member of this year's class, is employed by Ashland Oil and Refining
Company In the credit department
at his home, Ashland, Ky., Route
• Mr. Ames C. Burnett, 205 BeechWood Avenue, Shelbyville, Ky..
teaches at Eastern High School.
Middlelown, Ky. and is recreation
director, city of Shelbyville. He
was grauated from Eastern in
1«>34.
• Mr. Alan G. Pipes is office
manager for Pipeline Const. Company in Louisville. Ky. He was
graduated in 1956 and Mrs. Pipes
lit 19S7. With their 3 year old
daughter, Pamela Ann, they live
at 138 Southland Boulevard in
IrfMJlsvillc.
• Mr. Stewart Catlett. class of
'49. has been employed for the4
JMmt three years by Southeastern
Greyhound Lines as tax account-

ant in Lexington. He lives at 663
Sheridan Dr.
Miss Jean Patterson, a 1960
graduate, is studying at the University of Kentucky toward a
Master's degree in Library
Science. Jean lives at 510 Lafayette Avenue.
Mr. James D. Bowling, class of
'57 is teaching this year at Middletown. Ohio. His address is 9666
Monioe Avenue. Cincinnati 42,
Ohio.
Miss Anita Allen, class of 1950.
received her Master's degree at
University of Kentucky this summer. She teaches in Nelson County
and lives at Route 3, Box 122,
Bardstown. Ky.
Col. John C. Sparrow, Class of
'35, writes that he plans to visit
the campus when he returns to
the United States in April, 1961
from overseas duty.
Lt. Charles G. Fields, class of
'59, is now stationed in Berlin,
Germany and he writes that Lt.
and Mrs. Hollls Roberts both of
class '57. are also stationed in
Berlin. Lt. Robertts is with the
Signal Division of Berlin Command. Lt. Fields' address is Co. C,
3rd BG 6th Inf., APO 742, New
York, N. Y.
Supt. Elmer L. Douglas is interested in meeting any Eastern
alumni who may be attending the
AASA convention in March in St.
Louis. He will be staying at the
Lennox Hotel. Supt. Douglas is
immediate past president of South
Dakota Administrators Association and Chairman of South
Dakota Education A s s o c i ation
Legislative Commission. He i.^
superintendent of schools in Lennox, South Dakota.
Douglas received his B.S. degree
at Eastern in 1938 and his Masters
degree in school administration
from the University of South
Dakota in 1950.
Mr. Harry M. Smiley received
his Ph. D. degree at the University of Kentucky in June this
year. He is research chemist for
Union Carbide in Charleston, W.
Va.
A 1955 graduate of Eastern, he
is married to the farmer Miss
Claudia Wasse'r of Newport, Ky.,
who attended Eastern two years.
With their two children, Cheryl,
2, and Jeffrey, 4 months
they
live at 250 Oakwood Road in
Charleston.
Mr. Frank C. Bickel, Jr. Is
teaching this year at Whitesburg
High School. He received his A. B.
degree in music In 1957 and his
M. \. this summer at Eastern. He
taught last year at Cumberland
rii£-h School, Cumberland. Ky.
Miss W. Marlene Vaughn, class
of '59, is teaching 4th grade at
Webster Elementary School, Dayton. Ohio. Her address is 9170 Dog
Leg Road, Davton 14.

I The Progress Visits Miss Gibson
Living in a northwest room of Burnam Hall is a retired teacher
of Eastern's art staff. At the remarkable age of 90 years, Miss
Maude Gibson is still an active lady, walking over to the Student
Union Building every day to buy "three square meals and eat them,
too. No one on this campus likes to east better than I do."
Of Scotch-Irish parentage, Misa in her retiring years'because she
Gibson was born near Carlisle In sits at her window and sees them.
Eastern Pennsylvania on July 4, It is interesting to note that she
1870. She was next to the last has two pictu.-es of the same
Of the ten children, two boys and trees painted 50 years apart, 1910
eight girls, seven of which became and 1960.
teackers, she Included.
Excepting htr recent fall, she
Having received her early duc- hasn't been sick for ten years. Up
ttlon at a .public school, she cn- until the fall of 1959 she "painted
ered Lebanon, Ohio and Miarvi with pleasure just slapped the
Universities taking all the art paint on." However, falling eyes
work offered. Later, she studied have hindered her work lately.
at Columbia University in Wash
A staunch Presbyterian, she atlngton, D. C.
tends church as 'egularly as pos- Miss Gibson has taught in Ala- sible. Although she is a Republibama, New Mexico Pennsylvania can, she intends to "vote for Keen
•and Tennessee. In 1926 she and Johnson because he made our
Jicr sister traveled in Europe for Uludent Union '_«.riding possible."
■eight weeks studying art gallqiies.
Miss Maude (!:i\"on fell in her
All of this she has done in the ,oom in Bumam Hall, Thursday
interest of art. her first love. She October 20 and broke her hip She
.said, "Maybe it's a good thing I tripped on ruj, as she wer.l to
■never got marri-xi. because art lower the window.
Would have taken up most of my
Known for her keen sense of
time anyway. I never liked any- h'imor. Miss Qlbson exhit ited it
thing else, and when I was young. when she was be rg wheeled into
1 got into a lot or trouble making the operating :o nn to haw her
pictures of my sisters' beaux."
hip set. She remarked to the doc. Miss Gibson joined the Eajtern tor, "Be sure not to cut off the
"art staff In 1910, and since retir- wrong leg." And again after the
ing in 1940, she has painted pic- operation, "Well, I think they're
tures for the school. Her realistic through shopping now." As the
paintings have portraits, lands- attendants were putting her into
capes, and flowcs as subjects. the ambulance she remarked. "If
;Bitterly opposed to modernistic I should cuss, I learned it from
art, she gives as a reason, "What Truman."
The staff Joins this reporter in
expresses the s.'ntiment of one
person doesn't txprea* the senti- wishes this remarkable lady a
ment of another."
speedy recovery at the Pattie A.
She likes to pnint campus trees Clay Infirmary.
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The following article was recently published in a leading scientific
magazine. We are giving our readers a reprint of the report In order
to help them keep up with important advances in the scientific world.
1'rogrcs.N Report
On April 1, 1950, the Society for the Advancement of Behavioral
Sciences instigated a special project designed to determine the relative
importance of heredity and environment. We of the Society are now
happy to announce the successful terminus ad quern of the project,
and wish to express our gratitude to the John J. Philanthropist Foundation for the $100,000,000 grant without which this important project
would not have been possible.
For our initial experiment, we decided to rear a human infant and
a chimpanzee Infant in one household, keeping a close record of any
observable differences in behavior. In order to have a controlled experiment, such variables as age and sex in the child and chlmp were
eliminated. The mother of the child was at first somewhat reluctant
to bring the chimp into her household, but she quickly consented upon
being assured that it was for scientific purposes.
Early in the experiment, some basic differences were noted between the chlmp and the child! The motor skills developed at a far
greater rate than did those of the child, which proved conclusively that
apes mature at a faster rate than humans because apes have a shorter
life span. The child, however, spoke the first word, "da da." Since the
child was a female, we immediately suspected the development of an
Oedipus complex. The ape seemed normal. Before we could determine
the cause of the Oedipus complex in the child, we were confronted with
an entirely unexpected development In the experiment.
The research team had Just finished watching a wrestling match
between the chlmp and child, and was wondering what to do next. The
chimp, who had been sitting around the room for a while, then said
clearly, "May I have a glass of water, please ? It's rather hot In here."
We were, needless to say, somewhat startled. It seemed strange
that the ape should begin speaking in full sentences. Within a week,
the chimp had developed a vocabulary of about 2,000 words. The child
learned to say "ma ma". We were relieved that its Oedipus complex
had been resolved, but we were forced to conclude that apes are more
Intelligent than humans. We expect this to have a significant effect
upon future society, and are now planning another project in which we
will use humans as subjects for experiments to teach us more about
apes.
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Just as we went to press, we learned that a former ventriloquist
was on the research team. We are, consequently, somewhat doubtful
about the validity of the entire experiment.

"GIRL OF THE NIGHT1

From the Factual Best-SeHer—"Cal Girl"
Starring—Anne Francis • Loyd Nolan

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS . . .
OR "LAY - IT - AWAY"

NOVEMBER

SALE!
20%

DISCOUNT

TO ALL STUDENTS...
FACULTY AND EMPLOYEES . . .
ON ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE!

A Tasty Mixer Reveals The Inner Self
What'll you have? Bourbon, Scotch, Canadian, Blended whiskey?
Be careful how you answer that one. An independent research company has found that the kind of drmk you order may be a clue to your
personality.
A series of interviews in depth by Marplan Corporation showed
that there's much more to drinking than just elbow bending. What
you tell the bartender may be a giveaway as to your economic status,
your degree of taste, the way you see yourself and the way others see
you!
Take Bourbon, for example, (and spected, even by non-users, as a
maybe you'd like it, too). The sur- quality
whiskey, aged, pure, revey found that the Bourbon drink- fined, possessing "character." The
er sees himself honestly and knows prestige involved in drinking Bourwhat he likes.
(Although some bon seemed to stem as much from
Bourbon drinkers simply want to knowing whiskey and knowing what
appear this way.) What are they you want in a liquor as from havreally like?—straightforward, mas- ing the money to buy it.
culine, easygoing, sociable, comNon-blend users tended to feel
fortably upper middle class in outlook and income, and without superior to blend drinkers, but they
strong need to inflate their ego or disagreed among themselves on
to aspire for high status and pres- the relative merits of Bourbon vs.
Scotch and Canadian. Users of
tige.
the imported whiskies think of
Scotch and Canadian users re- Bourbon as heavy. Bourbonites
gard themselves as cultured and counter by describing their favorsophisticated, but some non-users ite drink as "rich-tasting," "melview them as social climbers and low and smooth," "the mellowest
"pretentious people trying to make of any type of whiskey," has a
an Impression." Actually these flavor that you don't have to learn
tipplers value the non-convention- to like." Canadian users prefer
al, and don't want to do what the mild, neutral taste of Canaeveryone else does. They seek a dian, sometimes disparaging the
"Sense of superiority to the crowd, "medicinal" taste of Scotch. Scotch
a feeling of originality and dif- drinkers plump for the "special"
ference."
taste of their brew.
If you're a blend user, you may
Ladles' Choice
have this Image of yourself—a perThis may start a small war but,
son who just wants a good drink,
and is not Out to make a big Im- according to the survey, women
pression; easy to satisfy, and not who drink blends are "quite fearover-particular. Non-users may re- ful about drinking, as if they were
little girls who shouldn't really
gard you as a social drinker and drink.
More than any other group
not a "real" drinker, or as a "beginner" who may some day gradu- studies, they cover up and disate to a more sophisticated whis- guise their liquor." And if they
key. Researchers found that the generally steer away from Scotch,
average blend user tends to be lt is because Scotch is considered
down-to-earth, unconcerned with a man's drink.
They are associated in the pubappearing cultivated, impulsive,
emotional, direct, conventional, and lic mind with Canadian, because
it is thought mild enough for their
opposed to snobbery and fuss.
tastes. The female Bourbonlte
Whiskey Ratines
Those interviewed rated domes- tends to cultivate feminity and entic blends as the least expensive joy life more than the female
and most ordinary, while Scotch blend drinker "Who is more conand Canadian were deemed ex- flicted emotionally." Her drinkpensive, distinctive, and favored ing is "less impulsive, and It takes
by aristocratic types. Bourbon place at specific times and on acwas generally recognized and re- ceptable occasions."
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AN EXCITING STEP INTO A NEW REALM
OF ADULT MOTION PICTURES!

Editors Note
DON AXSOM, R.O.T.C. CADET COMMANDER, is shown above reviewing the cadet corps during the Friday corps period. The
Battle Group staff, pictured behind, are, left to right, Barrie
Baker, Larry McKlnney, Carl Cole, Fred Crump, Donald Smith,
Ronnie Shultz, and Harve Turner.

WEDNESDAY!

Longines, Hamilton, Silver, Norelco,
Ronson, Pearls, Bulova, Diamonds,
Speidel, Birth stone Rings, Elgin,
Sunbeam, Timex, Remington, Benrus,
Schick, Gruen — We sell ONLY
Nationally Known Famous Name
Brands . . . Terms to Suit!

KESSLER'S
Richmond's ONLY Cut-Rate
Jewelry•
Guaranteed Jewelry and Watch Repair Sorvico!
Just Check our Prices—See for Yourself...
- Don't Buy, if not Convinced!
Next Door to BogJty's
Phono 1266
■
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HOTTEST NUMBER
IN EVERY DORM!
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.

USE OUR

DELIVERY SERVICE
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L. H. MINTER

BURNAM AND HARBER
GENERAL INSURANCE
McKee Building
Richmond, Kentucky

OPELL'S

WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS

SUBWAY RESTAURANT
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FIRST & MAIN
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T
COME IN
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO
YOUR CHIN

BAKE SALE

STATE BANK AND,
TRUST COMPANY
OF RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
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The Vets Club will sponsor a
bake sale next Tuesday night.
Nov. 15 in the men's dorms.
Proceeds will go to the scholarship fund.

WANTED: One girl to go
steady and to share date
expenses 50%. Turn answers in to Progress Office addressed to:
Hershd
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